But it is worth it to them . This has been a very long-because it started 450 BYA-yeah , that's when the Bourgha fell.
That long ago they could have done this , the Aquareion Matrix could have intervened then . What it would have done
however is because the Bourgha Matrix which is our parallel-in our parallel Eckasha-had already compromised our
Eckasha matrix through the Ecka core and if they had put quarantine on the Bourgha matrix back then to stop them from
going further, it would have created-they would have gone back into a space dust return spiral, but so would have our
matrix way back then before any-none of us would be here in other words.
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The Aquareion matrix chose, and they are not just the outer domain Aquareion matrix, they are going into the AquafarE
races that are in their Edon/middle domains and also back deeper into their HUB domains and I think that's where the
Aquareion are. We have Aquareious, Aquareion , and all sorts of Aquari words and race names that they are all
connected to this one matrix and you will see where that is on the Ecka maps and these guys are finally, directly
intervening.
They have intervened before . They have set the potentiality of the Krystal River Run, here in this matrix and that has
been progressively built into this system for a very long time. And this is the first time it has been fully activated with
activation of the Gyrodome . We'll talk more about the Gyrodome as we get closer to the Peru trip because that's when
it's going to be activated. But basically it's a gyrating dome protection field that harnesses the Threshold currents-turns
2/3 of them back into bend-back to create a protection field around Earth so the parts of Earth that can still-at least the
elemental field-that can still pull through into Urtha for Starfire, will be prevented from being taken down.
The Earth body itself cannot Starfire at this point, there's too much damage . But it can go into what's called Lone Star
Fall. A Lone Star Fall means that it will go black hole status, but within its own system. And because the sun is also in
the same situation, our sun called Sol is hosted into Sala, which is the name of USG 4. So we have Earth hosted into
Urtha, and Sol hosted into Sala of the Universal Star Gates of this system. Because our sun and Earth are both in this
situation where they can run the tri-river matrix, the Krystal River Matrix, they can go into a Lone Star Fall, which means
they can, even though they can't Starfire anymore and eventually will go back as space dust, you can get everybody off
the planet at that point. So it will be like they have 3 billion years left on the spin of their own seed atom. They would
become their own black hole system in other words and that's what our solar system is moving into.
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And I have a feeling there is another part, something to do with the Sirius system-Sirius B and those parts will also go
into that and I think a part of the fallen Andromeda System. So there is a black hole potential that will allow for still
sovereignty-self-sovereignty where this a potentiality of not being eaten by first the Wesedrak black hole and that being
eaten by the Bourgha black hole.
This is a mess. We're in the middle of the end of an Atlantian drama that began way before Atlantis on this planet and
we're in a good position at this point, considering how "not good" a position the drama itself is in. We have managed to
get Spanner-? open. We are now opening the rings of the seals in-the Aquareion Seals. And that will progressively
allow for the potential of ascension through Urtha, when Urtha is capable of Starfire.
Urtha and Sala will Starfire together. And when that occurs, Earth and Sol, our sun, will stay in the same place basically
but they will not be able to go through Starfire rebirth. They will stay in the same place and enter their fall cycle at that
point. That is the point that if, what we are doing now isn't successful, they would end up falling in a rather dramatic,
climactic experience as far as Earth changes going into the Wesedrak and then into the Bourgha black hole system.
As long as the Aquareion intervention is successful, when the portions of the kingdoms here-be they people or animals
or elements-get out to Urtha, that can do Starfire, when they will get out between 204 7 and 2051, that starts. When
they go through into Starfire, this system will stay stable in Lone Star Fall. Which means it won't self destruct. Which
means it won't get ripped apart as it gets pulled down into Wesedrak.
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